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T

his issue of Alive examines the
ways that people and other animals
learn from one another.
The lead article explores the training
program that zookeepers follow as they
interact with their animals. This written
document defines the principles that staff
applies when training the Zoo’s animals
and details the training that the keepers
must complete before teaching any of the
animals in their care.
A companion article gives readers a
glimpse into the animal training programs
that are currently underway at the Zoo.
This article introduces Dr. Julie Grimes,
the N.C. Zoo’s Behavior Training
Consultant. She counsels the keepers as
they develop animal training programs.
A later article introduces yet another set
of trained animals. But, these animals are
domestic dogs who have been trained to
help scientists find and explore the lives
of secretive and elusive endangered
species. Curator of Research Dr. Rich
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Bergl hopes to make two of these dogs
partners in his quest to protect the highly
endangered Cross River Gorilla from
extinction.
Our Field Notes feature explains a new
research study unfolding on the Zoo’s
property and the hidden camera technique
researchers are using to capture information about the free-ranging carnivores on
the site. The study will help the Zoo operate in ways that have minimal impact on
the native wildlife.
The Kids’ Page section attempts to
teach readers a few tricks to strengthen
their relationships with their pet dogs or
cats. The suggested activities will add
interest to the pets’ lives and enrich the
lives of people who take the time to watch
their pets respond to these activities.
The magazine also reveals some of the
events that the N.C. Zoo and N.C. Zoo
Society plan for the coming year. One full
article describes a new temporary exhibit
that will open this spring. That exhibit
will bring white American Alligators to
the Africa Pavilion.
Finally, the calendar page details
some of the many special events that
the N.C. Zoo Society and N.C.
Zoo have planned for 2011,
including the N.C.
Zoo Society’s annual
Wake Up With the
Animals, which is
slated for May 14.
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The North Carolina Zoo is open every day of the year, except on
Christmas Day. Summer hours begin on April 1 and extend from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Winter hours begin November 1 and extend from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Standard admission prices are $10 for adults, $8 for seniors and $6 for
children. Zoo Society members and registered North Carolina school
groups are admitted free. The Zoo offers free parking, free tram and shuttle
service, picnic areas, visitor rest areas, food service and gift shops.
For information, call 1-800-488-0444.

Please recycle your ALIVE magazine. To locate the
closest magazine recycling area in your city, call “Solid
Waste Management” or “Recycling” under the City or
County listings of your phone book.

The Zoo is a program of the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources. The mission of the NC Zoo Society is to champion
our Zoo and its initiatives, wildlife and wild places, with an emphasis on the future. Society offices are open Monday – Friday, 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. For information, please call 336-879-7250 or logon to the Society’s Web page at nczoo.com.
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ON THE COVER:
Camas, career-trained German shepard
by Pam Voth, Courtesy of Working Dogs
for Conservation
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Ain t Misbehavin

Ever wonder where a 350-lb gorilla sits?
At the N.C. Zoo, it is likely to be wherever its keeper asks it to.

A

tradition that runs deep and wide at the N.C. Zoo
builds strong, cooperative relationships between the
Zoo’s animals and their zookeepers. These relationships reflect an even older Zoo tradition—one that holds the
animals’ well being at the forefront of the staff’s concerns.
Visitors get a sense of this commitment from wandering
through the Zoo. Clearly, the animals fit with their surroundings. Nature blankets the landscapes, giving them the look
of wilderness.
These visual impressions confirm the staff’s efforts to
respect each species’ nature and provenance. But, these cosmetic adjustments also gloss over the complexities of operating a zoo. Trying to understand a zoo by perusing exhibits
is like studying icebergs without using sonar: seven-eights
of the structure will escape detection.

One Animal at a Time

Good exhibits hide the details involved in caring for exotic
animals. Each individual—from Arctic puffin to equatorial
elephant—requires a diet suited to its species and a space
that cinches ambient temperatures and humidities inside
2| ALIVE

acceptable limits. Minds and muscles require room and reasons to
exercise. Old age, injuries and dayto-day wear demand veterinary
training supple enough to cover the
afflictions of lions, owls, lizards,
spiders and the rest of the Animal
Kingdom.
Animals’ psychological needs
parallel their physical concerns, so
zoo caretakers must also consider
the behavioral wants of their
charges. Stress or boredom will
weaken immune systems and can
evoke alarming behaviors. Fear can
send animals careening from routine health checks or medications.
Distrust can turn everyday husbandry practices, such as weighing
an animal or giving it vitamins, into lengthy, sour events that
harry animals and their keepers.

Minds Matter

While the Zoo has always valued the psychological health
of its collection animals, the Animal Division formalized
this commitment in 1994 when it joined the vanguard of zoo
professionals adding psychology to their bag of husbandry
techniques. These visionaries recognized the potential that
operant conditioning—a science-based type of training—
had for teaching animals to overcome stress and cooperate
in their own care.
The Zoo rode the first wave of this sea change by using a
grant from the N.C. Zoo Society to hire a team of training
consultants from California. Schooled in operant conditioning with zoo animals, this team began training a segment of
the Zoo’s keepers to use these techniques. Keepers working
with African Elephants, pinnipeds (seals and sea lions) or
primates (apes and monkeys) took the first training classes.
While the training altered the ways that all these keepers
worked with their animals, the elephant keepers saw the

most dramatic changes. Before the training, these keepers
practiced a traditional management technique, called “free
contact,” to care for the elephants. This method sent keepers
into the exhibits and the barns at certain times to work
directly with the elephants. The keepers had unprotected,
hands-on contact with their charges, standing alongside
them to trim their feet, check their skin and trunks, or tend
to any bumps or bruises.
The keepers managed the elephants by taking advantage
of their inborn social tendency to fall into a pecking order
and submit to the wishes of more dominant herd members.
Keepers demanded respect by jumping to the top of this
hierarchy and using their authority to gain cooperation. The
technique worked but potentially placed the keepers at risk.

Training the Trainers

The Zoo’s behavioral consultants showed keepers how to
use sound psychology, not dominance, to interact with elephants and other animals. The technique, called “operant
conditioning,” made the animals cooperative partners in
their own care. The lessons unfolded in a context that established trust between the keepers and the
animals—and reduced the stress
that accompanies most of

these interactions.
Since animals tend to repeat behaviors that lead to pleasant experiences and tend to forego behaviors that do not,
training sessions proceeded by pinning a pleasant experience on the tail end of every desired behavior. These pleasant consequences, called “positive reinforcers,” rank among
a trainer’s most powerful tools.
Getting the most out of these positive reinforcers requires
a great deal of skill and training—hence the need for good
consultants. For one thing, nuances in timing can affect the
power of reinforcers. A delay can weaken the effect or, possibly, fortify an unwanted behavior that occurs after the
desired one. Choosing a strong reinforcer requires thought,
too, and varies between species and among different individuals. Then, too, there are questions of proportion. How
much is too much, or not enough, of a good thing?
Other difficulties arise when the goal is to teach a highly
complex behavior—one that an animal will never perform
on its own.
In cases like these, a skilled trainer breaks the complex
behavior into a list of simple components and then helps the
animal learn these components, one by one. In the beginning, the trainer reinforces the
animal when it stumbles
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onto some crude approximation of the first behavior on the
list. Over time, the trainer will wait for the behavior to get
closer and closer to the target behavior before giving a reinforcer. Eventually, the animal will usually master the entire
series of tasks.

A School for Elephants

When the elephant keepers first underwent training in the
technical aspects of operant conditioning, the elephant barn
underwent modifications, too. Using a gift from the Horatio
B. Ebert Charitable Foundation, contractors installed a
strong, semi-permeable wall inside the barn. A series of different sized openings at different heights punctuated the
wall to allow the keepers protected access to the elephants.
Once trained in operant conditioning, the keepers began
caring for the elephants through this wall. The keepers used
positive reinforcers—mostly in the form of healthy treats—
to shape the elephants’ behaviors.
At first, the elephants got treats for approaching the wall.
Later, the treats arrived only if an elephant positioned itself
a certain way, lining up correctly with one of the openings.
Eventually, the elephants learned to lift a foot through one
opening to have it trimmed or to poke an ear through
another opening to have it cleaned or checked.
The new technique protected the keepers and made the
learning experience pleasurable. Stresses
went down, cooperation went up
and, suddenly, the elephants
understood that they had the
power to earn treats and
make decisions about
their own care.
With that success
under their belts,
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the consultants began sharing their lessons with the entire
keeper staff. Soon, keepers all around the Park were training
mammals and birds and even a few reptiles to cooperate in
their own care.
The program proved so successful that, by 2005, the Zoo
decided to hire an animal behavioral specialist who could
consult with the staff once a week. Dr. Julie Grimes, a psychologist on the faculty of Davidson County Community
College, won the position and began consulting with Zoo
staff every Friday.

Formal Behavior Rules

Working with Dr. Grimes, the Animal Division has written a
formal policy for managing its behavioral training programs.
A similar policy also covers the Zoo’s extensive animal
enrichment programs, which inject an array of play items,
changing stimuli and activities into the animals’ lives to
keep them engaged with their surroundings. Both the training and the enrichment segments of this program are
anchored in the Zoo’s commitment to provide its animals
with the highest quality care possible.
The formalized training program emphasizes the Zoo’s
commitment to rely almost exclusively on positive reinforcement to manage the animals’ training. By relying on
positive experiences to teach desired behaviors, the staff
avoids the stress or aggression that can accompany the use
of punishment or time outs to eliminate unwanted behaviors. While Dr. Grimes teaches the staff about those tech-

niques, they are rarely used. The Zoo’s formalized policy
explicitly forbids the use of punishment unless a person or
an animal faces unavoidable, imminent danger.
Another segment of the training manual outlines what animals can be trained to do. In all cases, animals undergo
training that will improve the quality of their lives. Animals
never learn tricks intended to entertain anyone. Rather, they learn skills to help them
cooperate in their own care.
Training may help the animals overcome
fear or discomfort, or may give the animals
more choices and control in their own lives.
Keepers implement training to reduce aggression or abnormal, repetitive behaviors that
may disrupt an animal’s life. Sometimes, too,
keepers use training to increase behaviors
that are natural for a species or to encourage
normal social interactions.

Recording It All

The Zoo’s formalized training program relies on detailed
record keeping—both to lay out careful, detailed plans for
every training regiment and to monitor each animal’s
progress in its training routine. These records confirm when

Training the Team

The Zoo’s formalized animal training
program engages all of the Zoo’s Animal
Staff at some level of training. Training is
also given to the Veterinary Staff and to
selected Education Staff and volunteers who
work with educational animals.
In all cases, staff attends an initial workshop taught by Dr. Grimes. These workshops
introduce the students to the basics of operant
conditioning. After attending the workshop, each student
learns to implement a training program for a specific animal.
Dr. Grimes follows the students’ progress and their training sessions and helps them hone their techniques. Once a
student successfully completes this task, he or she is certified as a Trainer Level I.
Students who attain this level of mastery may undergo
further training by attending another workshop and demonstrating further mastery of the knowledge and the skills
needed to plan and implement sound operant conditioning
procedures. Mastery at this level, which is required for some
keepers, secures certification as a Trainer Level II.
Dr. Grimes oversees all the training and works with Level
I and Level II trainers around the Park to help them keep
their training programs on track. Whenever a trainer runs
into a hitch, Dr. Grimes steps in to help. She also regularly
reviews the training projects.
Veterinary Staff contributes to the training procedures, as
well. Veterinary Staff consults with Dr. Grimes about teaching behaviors that will make it easier and less stressful to
provide veterinary care to the animals. Using these suggestions, trainers work out protocols that help the animals learn
to take vaccinations voluntarily or to sit calmly for examinations. These types of recommendations engage animals in
healthy habits, too, such as allowing problem teeth to
undergo regular brushings.

programs are working and provide trainers with feedback
about the effectiveness of different strategies.
All trainers fill out and maintain the same set of forms,
which makes it easy to track an animal’s progress and
review a trainer’s strategies and goals. When animals fail to
make progress, the detailed records provide vital information for the staff to use to diagnose potential problems. She
uses this information to develop new strategies for correcting the problems.

The End Result

By using these formalized training procedures, the N.C. Zoo
has vastly improved the quality of care it provides its animals. This care is individualized to meet the specific needs
of different animals and has created bonds of trust between
the animals and their caretakers. The training also helps animals know what to expect and gives them a sense of security and safety in their exhibits and barns.
Often, the first behavior an animal learns is to orient to
and follow an outstretched finger or a red ball on a stick that
its trainer holds out. Once an animal reliably orients and
follows this target, a trainer can easily lead the animal from
one place to the next. This training makes it easy to shift an
animal to a new location or to invite an animal, say a 350pound gorilla, to have a seat.
JAYNE OWEN PARKER, PH.D., DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION EDUCATION
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Consulting in Paradise
I’m sorry I’m such a mess today. I’m soaked!
A Chimp spit all over me during an ultrasound
session this morning.
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Sniffin’ Out Gorillas

Searching for Clues
Dr. Bergl’s work depends on finding
traces—scat and impressions that
gorillas leave behind. He looks for
branches bent into sleeping nests or
grasses leveled for forage to estimate
how many gorillas passed, their ages,
and what they were doing—information that conservationists must have to
protect the species from extinction.
His work, and information gleaned
from other researchers, has drawn the
species range inside a thick patch of
jungle straddling both sides of the
Nigeria-Cameroon border. And, their
data suggest that only about 350 of
these animals survive.
But, most of this species’ needs and
habits remain a mystery, making it difficult—nearly impossible—for people
to plan an effective strategy for protecting the Cross River Gorilla.

Bringing in the Hounds
Dr. Bergl hopes to change all that soon
by setting some highly-trained dogs

loose on the problem. The dogs will
sniff out the gorillas: their scat, their
resting places, their walking trails, so
that researchers can collect biological
samples to send back to the lab.
With some CSI-style analysis, the
samples will identify individuals—
revealing the size of every group—and
will also indicate each individual’s sex
and reproductive condition. If the system works, it will release a flood of
research data to help these gorillas.

We hope you will help Dr. Bergl and
this canine research team travel to
Cameroon to protect Cross River
Gorillas. Your gift will help the Zoo
N.C. Society raise the $15,000 Dr.
Bergl needs to test the idea that these
dogs can help him protect these wild
Gorillas from extinction.
PEPIN, COURTESY OF WORKING DOGS FOR CONSERVATION

S

tealth keeps wild gorillas hidden.
They can melt through tangles of
lianas that send agile researchers
crashing to their knees. Wild gorillas
can melt like fog through bushes that
snap under human footsteps. Threehundred pounds of gorilla muscle can
step into a patch of green leaves and
evaporate like steam over a kettle.
Dr. Rich Bergl, the N.C. Zoo’s
Curator of Research, knows how elusive wild gorillas can be. He started
studying Africa’s rarest ape, the Cross
River Gorilla, 10 years ago. He has
racked up more than 13 months of jungle-time—climbing, hacking and
crawling through heat and bush in
search of them. In all that time, he has
seen just one gorilla, and it vanished in
less than a second.

Will Work for Conservation
Working Dogs for Conservation will
supply two dogs and a trainer to test
this technique. The likelihood for success is high. These dogs have already
amassed significant experience sniffing
out rare species. The group has helped
conservation scientists track down wild
Desert Tortoises, Black Footed Ferrets,
Wolf Snails and even some plants,
including the threatened Kincaid’s
Lupine.
These dogs love their work. Most of
them were rescued from animal shelters before they began their conservation careers. Chosen for their high
energy, these dogs have an obsessive
play drive and unrelenting toy focus
that make them superb in the ﬁeld.

 Yes, make me a partner in the N.C. Zoo’s efforts to
Sniff and Save Wild Gorillas!
Name _______________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________
City/State/Zip _________________________________________
Phone (H)____________________ (W) ____________________
Email Address ________________________________________

Donors giving $1,000 or more will be invited to a special behindthe-scenes feeding at the Zoo’s Gorilla Exhibit.
Clip and send to NC Zoo Society, 4403 Zoo Parkway, Asheboro, NC 27205.
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Tagging Native Wildlife

N

ot all of the N.C. Zoo’s exotic animals live in skillfully-crafted exhibits. Multitudes of wild natives—
foxes, snakes and birds—wander freely over the
Zoo’s property.
The Zoo’s Animal Division staff views these natives with
intense interest and, over the years, has carefully documented the amphibian and reptile species and, to a lesser
extent, the moth, crayfish, fish and bird species that come
and go inside the Park. Until recently, though, the native
mammals have avoided this level of scrutiny.

Getting Academic
Now, with the help of some new partners, a few of our free
ranging mammals will step into the spotlight. We have partnered with two biologists to investigate the predatory mammals that wander freely inside the Park. Dr. Louise Allen, an
adjunct Professor of the Department of Biology at WinstonSalem State University, and Dr. Joshua Kapfer, an Assistant
Professor of Environmental Studies & Biology at Elon
University, will lead the research to identify who hunts here
and how these hunters use the land. This research will also
allow us to examine how these native predators affect, and
are affected by, our exhibits.
Typically, predators hold a strong grip on the demographics of their biological communities. By influencing their
preys’ population numbers, predators manipulate the way
that energy and resources flow up and down a habitat’s intersecting food chains. This research will peer into these intersections with the goal of minimizing any disturbances the
Zoo makes to existing biological communities.

Snapping Up Evidence
Our study will rely on spy technology to identify and follow
our wild Carnivores in action. We will capture their movements by hiding camera traps in undeveloped sections of the
Park. Equipped with motion detectors, the cameras will snap
digital images of animals that trip the cameras’ sensors.
We will attach the cameras carefully, so as to keep the
trees from harm, and will focus the lenses on clearings and
openings where staff has seen Carnivores—Bobcats, Coyotes
and Red and Gray foxes—roaming in the past. We will concentrate the cameras in the Zoo’s wild places, away from
pathways frequented by visitors or staff.
Over the next few years, we hope to record photos of
Carnivores trotting through a range of different habitats
inside the Park’s 2,000 acres. Once these images start rolling
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in, our academic partners will analyze them and, possibly,
suggest relocating the cameras to places that appear to be
attracting our study subjects.

Freezing Motion
The camera traps consist of small digital cameras set inside
lockable metal boxes. We have selected cameras that can
capture images both day and night and that automatically
stamp each image with a date and a time. The cameras do
not discriminate, so they will record pictures of every animal
that passes by, Carnivore or not.
About once a month, we will collect the images and turn
them over to investigators, staff and students for review. We
chose a 30-day schedule so that we can keep human activity
to a minimum in the photo trapping areas.
The camera traps will be angled to completely cover
defined transects—or sections—of the Park. Our researchers
will use the data from these defined transects to get an idea
of the density of predator populations throughout the N.C.
Zoo’s property.

Face Booking
Every image of a predator will be carefully reviewed, analyzed and categorized to allow the researchers to learn to
recognize the animals as individuals. Researchers will use
physical attributes—body size and shape, spots, coat color
and other markings—as identity clues. Once the photos have
identified individuals, researchers will be able to refine their
estimates of each species’ population size and will be able to
track how each individual spends its time on the Zoo’s land.
Once we capture an image of a species inside the Park, we
can, obviously, use the image as evidence of the species’
presence. But, we will not be able to assume the opposite—
that the absence of a photograph is evidence for a species’
absence. Luck, extreme wariness or a behavioral quirk may
keep a species out of camera range.
So, if we fail to grab a species’ image, we will rely on
some old-fashioned, low-tech, detective work to confirm a
species’ absence. Staff and investigators will trek through the
landscape, looking for scats, digs, scratch marks or other
physical signs for any phantom species.
We will also hedge our bets a little by baiting the study’s
transects with splashes of odors that are known to attract
predators. These scents will include ode de skunk (really!),
various elixirs of predator urine and feces, and even some
commercially available colognes and perfumes. (These

brands will remain nameless because of the company they keep.)
We will probably also set out a few visual attractants, called
“fladry,” to draw predators into camera range. Fladries are usually
shiny objects, like tin pie plates or recording tapes, that are hung
in places where they can catch the wind. Shiny, twirling objects
can peak predators’ curiosities and draw them into camera range.

Our Paparazzi Targets
Bobcat: This large predator
is common in the South and
will be a main target of our
study. Historically, staff has
seen Bobcats roaming in
remote parts of the Zoo.
Recently, the frequency of
these spottings has declined,
and we hope to learn why.
Bobcats have large home
ranges, so even resident animals could wander on and off
the property.

Foxes: Two species of these
predators—Gray and Red —
occur regularly in the Park.
Spottings are more common
for Gray than for Red foxes,
but this difference may relate
more to differences in species wariness than to differences in
abundance. Both species are important to the local ecology
because they keep rodent populations in balance.

Red Fox

Gray Fox

Coyote: These dogs arrived in North Carolina in the 1980s,
spreading out of the West as people opened up large tracts of
eastern forests and laid down highways that made travel easy for
these opportunistic dogs. Coyotes arrived in Randolph County
recently and use the Zoo’s property. Coyotes prey on a variety of
animals, including insects, small and large mammals up to the
size of deer. We need to manage these predators to protect the
antelope on the African Plains.

What We Gain
The camera traps will provide us with a non-invasive method for
tracking predators and learning about their lives and behaviors.
The study will also allow us to train students and staff to use new
research techniques.
This study will complement other native wildlife research taking place at the Zoo. Taken together, they will help us find ways
to use our land sustainably.
We want our native wildlife to thrive for many years to come.
And, we want to manage our land to provide a safe haven for all
the wildlife living at our Zoo—in or out of the exhibits. This
study will help us keep our land healthy for future generations of
people and other animals to enjoy.

Coyote
PHOTOS: BIGSTOCKPHOTO.COM

JOHN D. GROVES, CURATOR OF AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES
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TRAVEL SAFARI

Travel to Faraway Horizons in 2011
Tanzania
June 17-29
$4,995 (Land only)
Venture into some of East Africa’s most enchanting landscapes—the Serengeti, Olduvai Gorge, Ngorongoro Crater,
Tarangire River and Maasai Mara—to see their kaleidoscope
of colors, amazing wildlife and diverse cultures. The trip is
timed to coincide with the region’s great migration of zebra
and wildebeest. An optional extension to Tsavo and
Amboseli is available.

America’s National Parks
PHOTOS: BIGSTOCKPHOTOS.COM

June 15-30
$4,317 (Includes airfare)
Travel with the Zoo Society to see some of America’s most
breathtaking sights. The tour visits Yellowstone, Grand
Teton, Arches, Monument Valley, Grand Canyon, Bryce
Canyon and Zion.The price includes 15 nights lodging, 26
meals, 19 sightseeing tours and cultural connections, air
and taxes and inter-park transportation on a top-of-theline motor coach.

For more information, email sgee@nczoo.com or call 336-879-7253.

| * PRICES BASED ON DOUBLE-OCCUPANCY

Our Re-Spot the Ocelot
coloring contest attracted 120
entries from around the state and
helped the N.C. Zoo Society raise
$50,000 toward the construction of
a new Ocelot Habitat. We thank
everyone for their contributions to
the contest and the exhibit.

The winners in their age
categories are:
Paris Parker
(5–6)
Christine Chan
(7–8)
Rachael Tofflemeyer (9–10)

The Grand Prize Winner is:
Caroline Clippinger
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Age 6

T

his spring, good luck symbols from
around the world will dot the
African Pavilion and add to the
mystique of new animals at the Zoo.
The theme for the new exhibit,
Swamp Ghosts: Legends of Fortune
and Good Luck, will focus on lucky
charmers—plants and animals—that
believers endow with the power to
spread blessings and prosperity. The
featured lucky pieces will be two, 5-footlong white alligators—swamp ghosts—
said to shower good fortune on anyone
who sees them. Here for a limited time
only—April through October—these
albino gators are on loan from Florida’s
St. Augustine Alligator Farm and
Zoological Park.

Graphic Expressions
The Zoo’s Designers and Educators
will carry the exhibit’s good luck theme
through a series of new graphic stations scattered throughout the building.
These stations will examine legends
that tout the luck of the Irish Shamrock,
the happy-karma of some monkeys
and the prosperity associated with
Good Luck Bamboos and fortunebreathing dragons.
The star harbingers of good will—the
white gators—will radiate their good
luck from the former Dwarf Crocodile
exhibit, which sits in the center of the
Pavilion. Graphics associated with this
exhibit will explain the Creole fables
that equate a white gator siting with
mounds of upcoming good fortune.

Ghostly gators
The first recorded sighting of a white
alligator dates back to the 1980s, when
someone spied one floating through a
Louisiana swamp. Today, only about
100 of these rare, pale gators are

known to live in the United States.
Most of these animals belong to private breeders.
While novel and rare, white alligators
(and other pallid standouts from their
normally darker conspecifics) are not
really magical. Ivory variants lack color
because a genetic or congenital condition interferes with their ability to produce pigments.
One of the most well-known genetic
defects, called “albinism,” halts the production of the pigment melanin.
Melanin runs rampant through Earth’s
life forms, laying down colors in great
varieties of eyes, leaves, shells, stems,
skins, feathers, fur and more.
The white gators at the Zoo inherited
this condition when their mothers and
fathers each passed on a mutated
copy of the gene that carries the
instructions for making melanin.
Albinism occurs among all matter of
wildlife, from reptiles, fish and amphibians to sea mammals (dolphins and
whales) and land mammals (deer and
bison), and even birds, insects and
plants. The condition even affects about
one person out of every 20,000. While
many species carry the recessive gene
that causes albinism, albinism occurs
less frequently among wild animals
than among human beings.

Too Light for Comfort
The low frequence of albinism among
wild animals arises from challenges
imposed by the pigment’s absence. For
example, albinos lack the camouflage
that hides their conspecifics. Without
cryptic coloration, predators and prey
lose the advantage of stealth and often
starve or get eaten before they can

pass their recessive genes on to the
next generation. And, because melanin
protects skin from sunburn and eyes
from harsh light, the missing pigment
can cause health problems and
impaired vision—both of which can
lead to an early death.
Some unnaturally pale animals are
not albinos. These animals, called
“leucitic,” fail to produce the correct
amount of all pigments—not just
melanin. Leucism can be either genetic
or congenital.
One can usually distinguish albinism
from leucism by looking into an
affected individual’s eyes. Albino’s eyes
look pink because oxygenated blood
flows through the narrow, nearly transparent vessels just inside their eyes.
Without melanin to mask the red blood,
the eyes take on a pink hue. In contrast,
leucitic animals can store enough pigment in their irises to produce blue
eyes or eyes that are the same color
as other members of their species.

Paler Shade of White
Not all white animals are albinos or
leucistics, of course. Many animals—
most swans, Polar Bears and their
ilk—wear white as an adaptation, not
from a protein malfunction. These
species pack melanin into some
cells—eyes, skins and claws—but hold
the pigment out of selected cells, say
inside their fur or feathers.
The gators coming to the N.C. Zoo
are true albinos and should attract
thousands of curious visitors to the
Zoo. We recommend that you include a
N.C. Zoo visit on your spring itinerary.
We will even raise a white flag to welcome your arrival.
ROD HACKNEY AND TOM GILLESPIE,
N.C. ZOO PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE
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ZOO happenings
Upcoming Events and Programs in 2011
SOCIETY EVENTS & PROGRAMS are for members

ZOO EVENTS are for everyone and, unless otherwise

and their guests. For more information click on Events
at nczoo.com. Call 336.879.7250 to register.

noted, are free with the price of admission. For additional
information call 1.800.488.0444

MARCH

APRIL

26 Adult Photo Safari* 9 a.m. A day with professional
photographers Vinny Colucci & Melissa Southern learning
to capture amazing animal photos. $50/member;
$60/non-member. Registration opens February 28.
A Star Studded Night at the Zoo* 7:30 p.m. A starstudded trek through the Zoo, listening for elk
and lions and searching through the Milky
Way for bears, giraffes and other animals
twinkling in the nighttime sky. Presented by
the Morehead Planetarium. $35/member;
$45/non-member. Registration opens
February 28. Limited to 30 people.

M AY
7

Saturdays ZooFLING Roar into spring!
2

Strike up the Bands Enjoy exciting musical performances
by school bands and ensembles.

9

Feast of the Beasts Meet the Keepers and learn about
animal appetites and diets.

16 Earth Day Celebration Come to a “Party for the Planet!”
Discover new ways to help take care of the earth.
23 Eggstravaganza See Zoo animals hunt for treats inside
decorative eggs.
30 African Music and Dance Dance, sing, and play African
instruments as we celebrate African culture.

M AY

Coed Day Veterinary Camp**

14 Wake Up with the Animals* Free to Society members

14 Birds and Blooms Enjoy educational fun at the Aviary and
learn about the mission of International Migratory Bird Day.

21 Geo-caching Program 9 a.m. Learn to navigate and
play at geo-caching using hand-held GPS units. We have
units to loan. $10/member; $15/non-member.

21 Save Our Snakes Come sssssee how sssssnakes add to
nature.

AND MORE TO COME...

Coed Day Veterinary Camp**

JUNE
18 Zoo Snooze* An overnight adventure for Zoo Society
members only. Saturday, 6:30 p.m. until 9:30 a.m.,
Sunday. $100 parent & child; $40 each additional
person. Suitable for children ages 6 to 12.

June features Bees and Bears
August concentrates on keeping cool
September celebrates Great Apes
October celebrates North American music and dance—and
recognizes Halloween, too.

Program details are available in the Events section of the Web at www.nczoo.com. *Reservations are required. Call 336-879-7250 to
make a reservation. We begin taking members' reservations six weeks before an event; non-members, four weeks before an event.
**Applications accepted now. If more than 20 campers apply, a lottery will be held to fill slots. A limited number of scholarships
are available for deserving youngsters. E-mail jparker@nczoo.com or call Jayne Owen Parker 336-879-7273 to discuss scholarships and reservation questions.

The N.C. Zoo Society’s Pennies for Polar Bears campaign
raised $16,188.63 to support Project: Polar Bears. Twenty-five schools
from 14 North Carolina counties participated, bringing in donations from
193 classrooms. Mrs. Dunn’s fifth grade class at Tabernacle Elementary
School (Asheboro) raised $727.75 to win a behind-the-scenes tour of the
zoo, lunch with the Polar Bear keepers (courtesy of Chili’s of Asheboro),
free transportation to the zoo (courtesy of Royal Tours), and Happy Meal
coupons (courtesy of McDonald’s).
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Passing the Buck
For 19 consecutive Decembers, Mr. Nick
J. Miller celebrated Christmas by giving away N.C. Zoo
Society adoptions. He bought his first adoptions in 1991.
After that, he built a holiday tradition by giving away
annual adoptions of beasts that included Warthogs, Polar
and Grizzly bears, Arctic Foxes and Gorillas. And, he
tended this tradition well.
In the early 1990s, he purchased ﬁve a year. Then his
yearly adoption quota jumped to 10 and, most recently, to
15 a year. Over the last 20 years, he adopted 193 animals
as gifts for his family.
He signed the cards that he enclosed with these gifts in
different ways. Some recognized “Aunt Chris and Uncle
Nick.” Other cards bore the more colorful names of “Big
Nona and Nono” or “Yiayia and Papou.”
The N.C. Zoo Society’s database actually includes a few
people who began their own tradition of giving holiday
adoptions before Mr. Miller began his. But, Mr. and Mrs.
Miller are the only gift givers with names as colorful and
endearing as “Yiayia” and “Papou.”
We were saddened to learn of Mr. Miller’s death. He
sent his last set of adoption gifts out in December, 2009,
just one year short of completing two full decades of
RUSS WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
adoptions.

RUSSling’s

Restrict a Gift During Your Lifetime
A member couple recently gave the Zoo Society a plot
of land. The gift comes with a restriction: The land
will not be developed during all or part of the couple’s
lives.
Similar arrangements might work well with your
estate plans. You can give a wild place to the N.C. Zoo
Society, often receiving a significant tax benefit when
you do, and you can extend some protection to the
view or landscape that is placed into our care. At some
later date, the N.C. Zoo Society will put that gift to
work to directly help your Zoo.
We would be happy to talk with you about these and
similar possibilities you might pursue to donate land
or other assets to the N.C. Zoo Society.
RUSS WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

It’s time again for the Society to invite its members to an early-morning,
thank-you party at the Zoo. The party begins at 8 a.m., May 14, at the
Zoo’s North America entrance. From there, members will hop a ride to
the Junction Plaza and debark to let the fun begin. Inside the Junction
Plaza, McDonald’s will continue its tradition of sponsoring a light breakfast for our members, who will be free to eat and run (or stroll) to the
activities we have planned.
The Aviary and the Gorilla, Lemur, Chimp and White Alligator exhibits
will open early for our guests.
••••••••
Wake Up is free to Society members, who may purchase tickets to bring
non-member guests.
An adult ticket is $8; child’s (2-12) $4; Seniors (62 and up) $6. To attend,
just register by April 27.
If you want to bring non-member guests, please mail your check or credit
card payment with your registration, or call us during regular business
hours to pay with a credit card.
*Weather conditions can influence which animals go on exhibit during Wake Up
and at any time. Some Zoo exhibits will not be open at 8 a.m.

•••••••••

Wake Up! Registration • • • • • • • • •

Member name________________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________
City, State, Zip________________________________________________
E-mail address ______________________________________________
Number of members attending _____
Number of non-member guests attending ____
Adults (tickets $8 each)

____

x $8 =

_______

Children (12 and under, $4 each ) ____

x $4 =

_______

x $6 =

_______

Seniors (62 and over, $6 each)

____

Total number of people attending ____

Total Cost _______

Please make checks payable to: NC Zoo Society
Or charge to a credit card (please check one):
 Visa

 MasterCard

 American Express

 Discover

Account No. ________________________________________________
Expiration Date____________________ Security Code ______________
Signature __________________________________________________
Please print clearly and mail to: NC Zoo Society, 4403 Zoo Parkway,
Asheboro, NC 27205 or call us toll free at (888) 244-3736.
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Happy Campers
The N.C. Zoo’s Educators offer a variety of
summer camps that take kids outside to have fun
while they learn about animals and nature. Zoo
camps last for one day and offer programs tailored
to the interests of children entering grades 1– 8. An
overnight camp is also available. While the content
of all the camps varies, the scope of the activities
include treks into the Park and talks with zookeepers, along with opportunities to conduct scientific
experiments, create arts and crafts and play educational games.

N.C. Zoo’s

Wild Veterinary
Camps

The Zoo’s own veterinarians lead these summer camps, which introduce young people to the
practice of veterinary medicine at a modern zoo.
Hands-on activities provide real veterinary experiences as campers practice lifesaving techniques on
working lifelike mannequins and explore the use of
high-tech equipment (endoscopes and microscopes). Live animals enter the picture, too, giving
campers opportunities to learn the basics of handling animals and giving physical exams.
Best of all, campers meet and make friends with
a diverse group of young people who care about
animals, science and learning.

Day Camps for Ages 12 to 14
Girls: May 7, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Boys: May 21, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
$239 for members, $279 for non-members

Three-day, Overnight Camps for Ages 15 to 18.
Girls: 9 a.m., Friday, July 15 until 4 p.m. on
Sunday, July 17.
Coeducational: 9 a.m. Friday, July 29 until 4 p.m.
on July 31.
$539 for Members $579 for Non-members
Logon to nczoo.com to fill out an application or
download camp brochures and schedules. Or, write
to us or call to request materials.
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Thank Yous...

go out to the very generous donors who provided gifts of $1,000 or
more to the Society, September 4 through December 10, 2010.
Mable Anderson & A. P.
Anderson, Jr.
Asheboro High School Zoo
School
Timothy & Sheila Baird
Jonathan Wilfong & Wendy
Baker
Ball Corporation
John W. Becton & Nancy B.
Tannenbaum
Mr. & Mrs. E. S. Bessette, Jr.
Mrs. Mary Martin B. Borden
III
Broyhill Family Foundation,
Inc.
Mrs. Shirley R. Burns
Don & Ann Butler
The Cannon Foundation, Inc.
Carolina Bank
The Conservation Fund
Christian & Kara Cypher
Frederic Dalldorf
Dr. Christie C. DaVanzo
Dr. Laurel Degernes & Ms.
Julia Storm
Ms. Hilda Cameron Dill
Dr. David Dorman
Estate of Edna Motsinger
Wooten
The Florence Rogers
Charitable Trust
William H. and Muriel J. Fox
Endowment Fund
George Foundation
Glen Raven, Inc.
Kent & Lynne Graham
William H. & Vonna K.
Graves
Myrtle & Alwin Green
The Growing Place at First
Baptist Church
Mrs. Rose Guthrie
Halifax County Convention &
Visitors Bureau
Dr. James Harper & Dr.
Patricia O’Leary
J. Richard & Sybel F.
Hayworth Foundation
Whitney & William Heard
Holiday Inn Express & Suites
Ms. Lois Holt
Mr. W. Jack Holt
Mrs. Laren S. Jones

Robert & Catherine King
Lisa Kirby
Dr. & Mrs. Melvin D. Levine
Charles & Martha Lewis
Mr. & Mrs. W. E. Love, Jr.
Lowes Food Stores, Inc.
The Estate of Millicent S.
Marsden
Tom & Sally Moore
Murphy-Brown, LLC
Myers Park Traditional
School
Nash County Convention
Visitor Bureau
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Nuccitelli
John & Alicia Nunnally
Mr. & Mrs. Perry E. Nystrom
Peacock Press Inc
J Pearsall
Mr. Kevin Phillips & Ms.
Debbie Patrick
Ms. Pam Potter
PPD Development, LP
Larry & Sue Preston
Quality Oil Company LLC
Randolph Medical Associates
Rock-Ola Cafe
Paul & Ann Rudd
David & Diane Scott
Robert A. Sebrosky
Mr. J. Keith Smith & Ms.
Lisa Jones
State Employees Combined
Campaign
Mary P. Stephenson
Patience A. Styne & Lois
Styne
Topsail Elementary School
Triad Foundation, Inc.
Trinity Elementary School
Trophy Shop Gifts &
Engraving
Leonard & Joyce B. Tufts
David & Julie Verchick
Dr. & Mrs. Stephen
Wallenhaupt
Rolf & Teri Wallin
Mrs. Laurel A. Walsh
Nancy & Monty White
Kim & Kelly Williams
Mr. & Mrs. J. Tylee Wilson
Mrs. Frances Young

Banding Together
Every year, the Valerie H. Schindler Wildlife
Rehabilitation Center takes in more than 700 sick,
injured and orphaned animals. Birds—mostly nestlings
and fledglings—make up 40 to 50 percent of this total.
Too Much Help
A hefty portion of these youngsters don’t really need
our help. Well-meaning people scoop up the youngsters
after misinterpreting their chirps and hops as distress
calls from abandoned waifs. In reality, most of these
“waifs” are healthy youngsters engaged in critical life
and flying lessons—all unfolding under the watchful
eyes of their parents.
But, whether real or accidental orphans,
all the birds that arrive at the Center are
hand-reared and cared for by highly
trained volunteers and staff. Always
watchful of protecting these birds’
instinctive behaviors, these caretakers arrange the birds’ lives to
resemble the lives of their wild
counterparts.
Birds of the same or related
species grow up in neighboring
nests. CD players pump nature
sounds into the wards. Caretakers deliver natural foods and,
when the time is right, transfer
maturing youngsters to outdoor cages.
Once outside, the birds acclimate to the
weather while learning to forage for native
foods. They stretch their wings, too, building
stamina and strength inside protected enclosures. Then,
at just the right moment, caretakers set the young birds
free in the right kinds of habitats.

Heading in a New Direction
It used to be that, when these patients flew away, few
were ever seen again. Caretakers have been left to wonder if the freed birds lived well and if the Center’s work
helped them secure long and fruitful lives.
Truth is, no one ever knew how many rescued birds
survived once they struck out on their own. Little, if
any, research tracked their longevity or breeding successes. The lack of information made it impossible to
assess different rehabilitation programs or test new
ways to improve the birds’ care.
Now, all that is changing. Recently, the Wildlife
Center’s Lead Veterinary Technician Halley Buckanoff

partnered with Guilford College Biology Professor Dr.
Lynn Moseley to try to check in on some released birds
to get a sense of how well they do on their own. The
women have undertaken a study, sanctioned by the U.S.
Fish & Wildlife Service, that has them attaching colorful bands onto the legs of soon-to-be-released Red-bellied Woodpeckers, Blue Jays, Carolina Wrens, Eastern
Bluebirds, American Robins, Mourning Doves and
Northern Cardinals. Each bird gets its own unique combination of colored bands, making it possible for
researchers to recognize it as an individual.
When the birds are released, researchers notify people
who live nearby and ask them to watch for the
banded birds and keep records of any sightings. The people receive data sheets,
too, to use in recording any birds
that appear.
Since April, the Center has
released more than 40 banded
birds—and has continued to
communicate with their
human neighbors. So far, no
one has seen any of the
banded birds.
That statistic could be the
product of good news—that
the birds are dispersing quickly
to sites they choose on their own.
Of course, the lack of sightings
could also mean that the birds have
not thrived in their new surroundings. Or,
maybe the birds are just wary enough to stay
far away, and out of the sight, of our peering people.

A Caring Community
We will just have to wait and see what happens—
especially to see which birds turn up and where they
show their faces. Center researchers plan to keep people
searching for the birds all next year. And, later,
researchers hope to improve the tracking by attaching
tiny radio transmitters to a few rehabilitated birds.
The transmitters will allow researchers to find individual birds and see how they are faring—which will
eventually provide information rehabilitators can use to
give their patients longer, healthier lives. Stay tuned and
we will let our Community of Caring readers know how
our study turns out and how we use the results to
improve the care of our patients.
HALLEY BUCKANOFF, VETERINARY TECHNICIAN
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Kids’PAGE
E

Contented Creatures

very day, the Zoo’s keepers work to make
life more interesting for the animals in
their care. Keepers want to see their animals
playing, resting, stalking, swimming, tracking,
jumping — doing all kinds of things that come
naturally to their wild relatives. Keepers stir up
this action by switching toys, treats, scents and
other surprises inside the exhibits.
By adding variety and some challenges to
the animals’ days, the keepers get the animals
exercising and solving problems—which makes for
healthier and happier zoo animals.
Planning the activities, and watching to see
how the animals respond, is good for the keepers, too. It improves their understanding of the
animals and can strengthen their relationships
with the animals, too.

If you have pets, try using some keeper
tricks to make life more interesting for them.
Your pets will have fun and so will you.

Close at Home
Almost every dog, and even some cats, enjoy
sitting on your lap or sitting beside you to listen
while you talk or read to them. If you rub your
cat’s chin softly or stroke your dog gently while
you speak, that will likely make your pet even
happier. You will feel happier, too.
Visit the ASPCA Professional Page
(www.aspcapro.org) and Science Buddies (sciencebuddies.org, The Cat’s Meow) to read more
about these and other ways to enrich
your relationship with your pets.

Here are two enrichment activities that will work with both dogs and cats.

Activity 1

You will need:

1} Paper towel tube
2} Pair of scissors
3} Handful of your pet’s daily food ration
(dry food only)

Get a grownup to help you punch some holes in the center
portion of the tube. Make sure that the holes are each a little
bit larger than the pieces of dry kibble. Fold up the bottom of the
tube. Scrunch it tightly closed. Scoop the kibble into the top of the
tube, then fold it over, and scrunch it tightly closed, too. Now, give
your dog or cat the tube and let them work to get out the kibble.
If you don’t have a paper towel tube, you can make similar
enrichment toys by scrunching up a piece of newspaper and hiding
kibble inside or by putting some kibble inside a small, paper lunch
bag and folding over the top. Both cats and dogs will have fun
digging out the kibble bits.
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Activity 1

You will need:

1} An ice cube tray
2} Some kibble
3} Some chicken broth
On a hot day, fill up an ice cube
tray with the broth. Drop a kibble
or two in each ice cube section
and freeze. Take a cube out
every day or so to let your
pet play with it outside.

Bringing

Good Nature
into the Zoo’s Estate

Usually, buying a plot of land is pretty
straightforward. But, when the Zoo acquires
a biologically significant tract of property,
the process twists and turns enough to
qualify as a real adventure.
The navigating begins whenever a Zoo staffer pages
through the Randolph County Natural Heritage Inventory or
conducts an on-site assessment that finds a set of rare or
important biological characteristics on a plot of land. If
these attributes complement the Zoo’s conservation goals,
staff jumps into action to find a way to
protect the property.

Council of State. The Council must approve all land purchases and will actually acquire these properties.
Once we pass that hurdle, the grant application makes its
way to the Secretary of Environment and Natural
Resources, who must prioritizes its merits within all the
requests that have come in from other agencies in this
department.
If our request climbs to the top of this pile, it ends up in
front of the trustees who manage grants given out by the
Natural Heritage Trust Fund, the Clean Water Management
Trust Fund or both. At this level, our request competes with

The Negotiations
The process begins with a conversation. We
contact the landowner, lay out our interest and
discuss drawing up an option agreement to
buy the land. The conversation also explains
that we will have to win a Natural Heritage
Trust Fund or a Clean Water Management
Trust Fund grant to pay for the land. Both of
these Trusts limit the amount of their grants to
equal the Fair Market Value of any land purchased. The trusts rely on the N.C. State
Property Office to approve these appraisals. If
the landowner agrees to these conditions, Zoo
staff takes the next step.
First, we contact a local land trust—either
the Piedmont Land Conservancy or the Land
Trust for Central North Carolina—to help us negotiate the
option. This step is required by both the Natural Heritage
and the Clean Water trusts. A pivotal issue revolves around
defining the duration of the option. We must set the closing
date far enough into the future to give the Zoo time to apply
for and receive funding to purchase the land. This schedule
will usually tie up the land, and the landowner, for 12 to
18 months.
If the landowner agrees, we move forward by completing
the various grant applications and supplying the maps that
these grant applications require.

The Government
Meanwhile, the Zoo submits a formal Property Acquisition
Request to the State Property Office. This office will review
the request and, if it passes the muster, will pass it on to the

land purchasing proposals that have been sent in by the
N.C. Departments of Wildlife Resources, Cultural
Resources and Agriculture.

The Closing
If our proposal wins approval, we sign a contract with the
landowner, send the contract to the N.C. State Property
Office and the Council of State for their approvals. When
they are satisfied, they send us checks to pay for the land
and closing costs.
When we reach the grand finale of this adventure, we
assemble staff from the Zoo and the land trusts with the
landowner and a closing attorney so that we can sit down,
complete the paperwork and buy some property so as to
keep a remarkable piece of nature safe for generations to
MARY JOAN PUGH, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
come.
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The NC Zoo Society is your
bridge to more than a Zoo visit.
We make you a partner in the
Zoo’s global efforts to support
• Animal well-being
• Conservation
• Education
• Field Work
• Research
And we welcome you into a
family that cares about nature.

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

The N.C. Zoo Society urges you to do business with businesses that support your Zoo.

The Ugly Caterpillar, by Zoo Volunteer

and butterfly expert Loretta Lutman, is on
sale at the Leopard Spot and Wolf Bay
Traders gift shops. This
beautifully illustrated book
reveals a captivating and
scientifically accurate tale of
a real caterpillar’s journey
to become a butterfly. It can
also be purchased online at
www.nczoo.com.

